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SIERRA CATALOGING 

Call Numbers, SCAT Tables, and Statistical 
Reports on Call Numbers 

  
How many SCAT tables should we buy? How many call number indexes should we create? How do 
we get the report results we want? Why aren't we getting the results we want? These are the types 
of questions library staff have before, during, and after implementation. 
 
This document is intended to help the library, which is profiling a new Innovative system, but it is 
also intended to assist users who may be rethinking the call number set-up on an existing system, 
moving to a new classification scheme, or generally trying to improve statistical reporting on call 
numbers. 
 

Topics 
 

• Purpose of the SCAT Table 
• How Statistical Reports Use the SCAT Table 
• How the System Compares a Call Number to a SCAT Table and Assigns It to a Category 
• Examples of Call Number Categorization in Reports 
• General Rules for Best Results 
• Examples of Call number and SCAT table Set-ups: 
• Building an Effective SCAT Table 
• Using the "Call Number Not in Table" File 
• Testing the SCAT Table 
• Troubleshooting the SCAT Table 
• Better Reporting 
• Additional Resources 

 

Purpose of the Scat Table 
The Innovative system uses the SCAT table to create statistical reports based on call numbers. 
 

How Statistical Reports Use the Scat Table 
 
Circulation Statistical Reports 
When a circulation transaction occurs, the system looks up the matching entry in the SCAT table 
and assigns a category number to the information stored about the transaction. That category 
number does not change during the time that the history of the transaction remains on the system 
(three years). If the SCAT table is updated to change the range(s) assigned to a category number, 
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the stored circulation transaction cannot reflect that a new category would be assigned if the 
transaction were to occur today. If the library wants to make extensive changes to the SCAT table, 
staff should generate Web Management Circulation reports on the activity up to the change and 
store it offline. Comparing reports generated before and after changes to the SCAT table is the 
proverbial 'apples and oranges' comparison. 
 
Sierra Statistics 
Sierra Statistics calculates the category number for statistical reports on records 'on the fly', doing a 
look up at the time of generating the report. For this reason, newly created reports will reflect 
changes to the configuration of the SCAT table. Stored reports in the reports tab will not be 
updated for changes and will display what was in place at the time the report was run and stored. 
 

How the System Compares a Call Number to a SCAT Table and 
Assigns it to a Category 
Standard Entries SCAT table 
When accumulating statistics for reports: 
 

1. The call number in the record is normalized according to the applicable rule in the library's 
index rules file when the record is indexed. Note that if the library has a Dewey Decimal call 
number index, the library may opt to have spaces in the normalized call number considered 
equal to periods, e.g.: 

                   598 0944  <--->  598.0944 
2. The proper statistical category is determined by comparing the normalized call number 

with the starting Class letter and Class number columns and against the ending Class letter 
and Class number columns. 

Free Text Entries SCAT Table 
Free text entries were created to accommodate local call number schemes expressed as strings of 
alphabetical characters e.g., FRENCH CD. When accumulating statistics for reports: 
 

1. If you choose to group by match, the system runs the report based on a match of the 
starting and ending text strings provided. This is a straight alphabetic comparison. (Numeric 
comparisons may not be reliably handled by free text entries.) For example, if the starting 
text range specified is "fic as" and the ending text range is "youth", "FIC ASIMOV YOUTH" 
falls in the category, while "FIC AUDRY ADULT" will not fall into the category, because 
"AUDRY" does not match "fic as" and "ADULT" does not match "youth." 

2. If you choose to group by range, the system runs the report based on the range specified. 
For example, if the range specified is "fiction a" through "fiction z", the report would 
include: 

 
        fiction aa 
        fiction borg 
        fiction you 
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        fiction z 
 
The report would not include: 
 
        fic 
        fiction 
        fiction zz 
 
Call Number Normalization 
Call number normalization is discussed in the Sierra WebHelp. 
 
Normalization rules play an important part in determining how a call number will be counted when 
compared to the SCAT table. For example, compare the behavior difference between these two 
Library of Congress (LC) call numbers. 
 
PS345 normalizes to: 
                  p s     3 4 5 
                  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
REF H1 B45 normalizes to: 
                  h           1   b 4 5 
                  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 
 
The system looks for the first string that matches a valid LC call number pattern. In the first 
example, the string 'PS345' matches a valid LC call number pattern. In the second example, 'REF H1 
B45' does not match a valid LC pattern. The first string that does match is 'H1B45'. The system sees 
the 'REF' prestamp does not match the pattern of a valid LC call number so ignores it and will look 
for a SCAT category into which 'H1' falls for the purpose of counting. 
 
Examples of Call Number Categorization in Reports 
Following are some examples of call numbers with an explanation of how the system would count 
them in reports. SCAT table lines are displayed as part of the explanations. The elements of the 
SCAT table entries are as shown below: 
 
Start Class Letter|Start Class Number|Stop Class Letter|Stop Class Number|Category 
Number|Description|free text designator (if entry is for free text) 
 
Example: 
KF|0420.0000|KF|0444.9999|74|Application of case law 
 
Standard 050 (Library of Congress) 
This 050 is indexed and normalized as a standard Library of Congress (LC) call number: 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sril/sril_call_normalization.html
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|aDG738.14.M2|bP5913 
 
In the library's SCAT table, it is counted against the following line: 
DG|0000.0000|DG|9999.9999|62|History: Italy 
 
050 (Library of Congress) with Prestamp 
This 050 is also indexed and normalized as a standard Library of Congress (LC) call number: 
|aREF DG738.14.M2|bP5913 
 
In the library's SCAT table, it is counted against the following line because the 'REF' prestamp is 
ignored when the field is indexed: 
DG|0000.0000|DG|9999.9999|62|History: Italy 
 
050 (Library of Congress) and 082 (Dewey) 
This library has primarily LC call numbers, indexed in the 'c' index plus a small older collection with 
legacy Dewey classification numbers indexed in the 'm' index. The library uses prestamps in the 
Dewey numbers. Example: 
|aREF 738.14 
 
The library is using a single SCAT table. The call number above in an 082 is counted against the 
following line in the SCAT table: 
R|0001.0000|S|0000.0000|1250|Medicine 
 
The book's content, however, is in the area of pottery and ceramics, not medicine. 
 
If the library's SCAT table had the following lines, the 082 Dewey call number "REF 738.14" would 
be reported as not in table because there is a gap that doesn't accommodate the prestamp: 
RE|0000.0000|RE|9999.9999|554|RE Ophthalmology 
RF|0000.0000|RF|9999.9999|555|RF Otorhinalaryngology 
 
The library could avoid this by setting up a line for unassigned ranges. The line below will 'catch' the 
Dewey numbers prestamped with 'REF'. 
|REF|0000.0000|REG|9999.9999|999|REF catchline 
 
In many cases, libraries are unable to create entries in the SCAT table that separate Dewey 
prestamped call numbers from LC entries in overlapping alphabetic ranges, and the statistical 
reports will not be accurate. Possible solutions include using unindexed prestamps for the Dewey 
call numbers or obtaining a second SCAT table for the Dewey call number index. 
 
Unindexed Prestamp (Dewey) 
The call number examples above involve indexed subfield 'a' or subfields 'a' and 'b' only. Some 
libraries store prestamps in unindexed subfields. What is the effect on call number reporting? 
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This 082 is indexed and normalized as a standard Dewey call number. This library's index rules for 
082s do not include subfield 'f'. In the example below, subfield 'f' contains an unindexed prestamp. 
|fREF|a636.0023 
 
In the library's SCAT table, the call number is counted against the following line because the 'REF' 
prestamp is unindexed and thus ignored for reporting purposes: 
|0630.0000||0639.9999|74|630-639 
 
Additionally, the call number with the unindexed prestamp will interfile with other 636 call 
numbers in the index, rather than filing under 'R' 
 

General Rules for Best Results 
 

• Any time two types of call numbers are similar in format and cannot be distinguished one 
from another by a single SCAT table, the library will need an additional index and SCAT 
table in order to distinguish the two types of numbers in reports. (Example: LC and SUDOC 
[U.S. Government Documents] call numbers.) 

• Each unique call number scheme or call number scheme with a different normalization rule 
at the library should reside alone in an index dedicated to its use. Storing call numbers that 
should have different normalization rules in the same index has implications for OPAC and 
Sierra display as well as statistics. Sorting in OPAC and staff browse displays may fail to 
work as desired. Interfiling of call numbers may not work as expected. 

• Dewey numbers should reside in an index dedicated to their use. Innovative recommends 
not indexing prestamps that are present in Dewey Call number fields so that materials that 
are in the same classification ranges can interfile. 

• Call numbers which must be counted against free text entries must reside in a separate 
index so that they can be counted against a 'free text entries only' SCAT table. These call 
numbers should include only letters in the alphabet, since free text entries are not meant 
to handle alpha-numeric call numbers. Numeric portions of local call numbers destined for 
use with a free text entries SCAT table can be stored in unindexed subfields. 

• Many values stored as 'call numbers' that do not fit a pattern that the system recognizes as 
a valid call number scheme may not be capable of being categorized by a SCAT table entry. 
When devising local call number schemes, staff should take into account that the pattern 
could prevent the SCAT table from being able to 'catch' the call number. Staff should 
carefully test that SCAT table entries 'find' these call numbers. 
 

Examples of Call Number and SCAT Table setups: 
Following are some examples of call number and SCAT table set-ups. 
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Example 1: 
Dickens Public Library has Dewey call numbers, as well as a local numeric scheme for numbering 
media. The library's index rules specify to index subfields 'a' and 'b'. Examples of two call numbers 
(where '^' shows a blank indicator): 
099^^|fCD-Jazz|a23.001|eComp    (local numeric scheme for numbering media) 
082^^|fR|a091                   (Dewey call number) 
 
Where will these be counted in a SCAT table? Both are counted against this line (note the 
unindexed subfields 'f' and 'e'): 
|0020.0000||0099.9999|32|General Works  
 
The categorization is inappropriate for the 099 subfield 'a' value, which indicates meaning to the 
library, but not that of the category to which it has been assigned (General Works). How can the 
library get useful statistics? Just creating two indexes will not entirely solve the problem, but it is 
necessary for a resolution. 
 
First, the library needs two call number indexes, one for Dewey and one for the local numeric 
scheme. The library indexes subfield 'a' for 099s and subfields 'a' and 'b' for 082s. 
099 (local number index 'e') 
082 (Dewey index 'c') 
 
Even with two indexes, if the library has only one SCAT table and assigns both these index to it, the 
same report will result. Both call numbers will be counted against a 'general works' range. The 
library needs a second SCAT table. The SCAT tables' table tags will appear when you choose GROUP 
call numbers for statistical reports: 
C# Index    Table Name     
1 > c       Dewey call number 
2 > e       Local number 
 
Now reports will show different results. 
 
Dewey call number SCAT table: 
|0020.0000||0099.9999|32|General works       
(used for 082^^|fR|a091) 
 
Local number SCAT table: 
|0023.0000||0023.9999|8|Jazz compilation albums   
(used for 099^^|fCD-Jazz|a23.001|eComp) 
 
Example 2: 
Burney Public Library has Dewey call numbers, stored in 082s. The library uses prestamps such as 
'REF' and 'CD' and 'MOVIE'. The library indexes prestamps for Dewey numbers. One SCAT table can 
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be used. In addition to SCAT entries for the Dewey classification numbers, the library will have lines 
such as the following: 
FIC|0000.0000|FID|0000.0000|42|Fiction 
MOV|0000.0000|MOW|0000.0000|41|Movies 
REF|0700.0000|REF|0799.9999|43|Reference 
 

• Call numbers such as 'FICTION KING' stored in a Dewey index are best handled by broad 
SCAT table entries such as the one above, FIC - FID. 

• Call numbers such as 'REF 794.7' can be 'caught' by the line above for REF 700 - REF 
799.9999. The SCAT table accounts for both elements, the three alphabetical characters 
and the standard Dewey number with subdivision. 

• Call numbers such as 'REFERENCE 720' stored in a Dewey index are best handled by broad 
SCAT table entries such as REF - REG. 

• Call numbers such as 'MOVIE ADULT DVD', 'MOVIE YOUTH DVD', and 'MOVIE CARTOON 
DVD' stored in a Dewey index are best handled by broad SCAT table entries such as MOV - 
MOW. 

• In all cases, testing how the SCAT table is categorizing your library's alpha-prestamped or 
alphabetical-only call numbers stored in a Dewey index is an important part of setting up 
the table. 

• An alternative for the library would be to create a second index for the alphabetical call 
numbers (YOUTH MOVIE, FICTION KING) and count them against free text range or match 
entries. The library would also need a second SCAT table in order to do this, because free 
text entries must reside alone in a SCAT table (not co-mingled with standard entries). 

 
Example 3: 
Elliot College Library has LC call numbers (050) indexed in a 'c' index and some c-tagged SUDOC #s 
(086) indexed in a 'g' index. To get accurate statistics on both indexes, the library needs a SCAT 
table for the 'c' index and a SCAT table for the 'g' index. 
 
For example, the following two c-tagged call numbers: 
050     |aPR33|b.A66 2000  
086     |aPr 33.13:T 23 
 
will be counted against the same line in a shared table. 
PR|0000.0000|PR|0078.0000|413|English lit: lit hist/crit 
 
The government document in question has to do with telecommunications, not English literature. 
When the library adds a second SCAT table just for SUDOC numbers, the 086 can be counted 
against the proper entry. 
 
Example Table Tags: 
C# Index    Table Name     
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1 > c       LC call number 
2 > g       SUDOC  
 
Elliot College decides to put accession numbers for circulating equipment in c-tagged MARC 099 
fields and creates a new index for these numbers, 'e'. Because these values are all numeric, the 
library can add entries for them to either of the existing tables, rather than buying a third table, 
unless staff want a separate report for each index. 
 
Example Table Tags: 
C# Index    Table Name     
1 > c       LC call number 
2 > g,e     SUDOC and Accession numbers 
 
Example 4: 
Sterne Library has Dewey call numbers stored in c-tagged 082 MARC fields as well as three forms of 
local call number stored in c-tagged 099s. Additionally, many genres, non-English language, and 
juvenile titles have a call number that begins with a genre or other designation. Subfield 'f' is not 
indexed for any call number. 
 
c099^^|a304      
c099^^|a6-23 
c099^^|a99.1 
c0991^|aBOARD BOOK SMITH 
c0991^|aHORROR KING 
c0991^|aSCIENCE FICTION KAY 
c0991^|aYOUTH SF MCKINLEY 
c0991^|aCALDECOTT VAN ALLSBURG 
c0991^|aJAPANESE A|fBay 22-1 
c0991^|aCHILD BOARDBOOK SC 
c0991^|aCHILD SHAPES SC 
c0991^|aCHILD COLORS SC 
c0991^|aCHILD ALPHABET SC 
 
The library wishes to use free text entries for the genre, language, and juvenile titles. To accomplish 
this, the library should create three call number indexes: one for Dewey, one for numeric local call 
numbers (distinguished by 099 with two blank indicators), and one for genre, language, and 
juvenile titles (distinguished by 099 with a first indicator of '1' and second indicator blank). The 
library will need three SCAT tables to track statistics separately for the three indexes, as the 
numeric local numbers will overlap the Dewey values and the free text entries cannot be comingled 
with non-free-text entries. 
 
Example Table Tags: 
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C# Index Table Name 
1 > c     Dewey call numbers 
2 > e     Local call numbers 
3 > m     Genre and Juvenile 
 
For example, the following call numbers: 
c099^^|a304      
c099^^|a6-23 
c099^^|a99.1 
 
will be counted against these lines in the 'e' index SCAT table respectively. 
|0300.0000||0305.0000|41|Pamphlets 
|0006.0000||0007.0000|22|Toy Collection 
|0090.0000||0099.9999|53|Clipping File 
 
The following call numbers: 
c0991^|aHORROR KING 
c0991^|aSF KAY 
c0991^|aJAPANESE A|fBay 22-1 
c0991^|aAWARD CALDECOTT ALL SC 
c0991^|aAWARD NEWBERY LEN SC     
c0991^|aCHILD BOARDBOOK SC 
c0991^|aCHILD SHAPES SC 
c0991^|aCHILD COLORS SC 
c0991^|aCHILD ALPHABET SC 
c0991^|aYOUTH SF MCKINLEY 
c0991^|aYOUTH ZINES|fArcady     
c0991^|aYOUTH PER|fSeventeen 
 
will be counted against these lines in the 'm' index SCAT table respectively. (The four entries that 
begin with 'CHILD' are counted against the 'CHILD' line below. The three entries that begin with 
'YOUTH' are counted against the 'YOUTH CD' line.) 
 
HORROR A||HORROR ZZ||102|Horror|r|  (range) 
SF A||SF ZZ||105|Science Fiction|r|   (range) 
JAPANESE A||JAPANESE ZZ||203|Japanese|r|  (range) 
AWARD CA||SC||306|Caldecott Award Collection|m| (match) 
AWARD NE||SC||305|Newbery Award Collection|m| (match) 
CHILD||SC||301|Child Special Collections|m| (match) 
YOUTH CD||YOUTH ZINES||423|Youth Collection|r|  (range) 
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Local Conversions at the Library: 
 

• Call numbers for 'ZINES' include the title in an unindexed subfield 'f'. Staff shelve in 
alphabetical order by title. 

• Call numbers for youth periodicals also include the title in an unindexed subfield 'f' and are 
shelved by title on racks. 

• Titles in languages such as Japanese, Chinese, Hebrew, and Arabic have shelving locators in 
unindexed subfield 'f's. The unindexed subfield 'f' holds the numeric value because free text 
SCAT table entries should include alphabetical characters only and call numbers used with a 
free text SCAT table should likewise include only alphabetical characters. 

 
Example 5: 
Smollett Public Library uses alphabetical character only call numbers for genre titles. The library has 
a separate SCAT table for free text entries and stores genre titles in a separate index. The library 
stores shelving indicators in unindexed subfields. 
 
The following call numbers: 
c0990^|fCD-MUSIC|aJAZZ REEVES 
c0990^|fFICTION|aWESTERN L'AMOUR 
 
will be counted against the following free text SCAT table entries respectively. Subfield 'f' is not 
indexed and is used only as a shelving guide (printed on labels). 
JAZZ R||JAZZ RZ||109|JAZZ R|r| 
WESTERN A||WESTERN ZZ||106|Western|r| 
 

Building an Effective SCAT Table 
 

1. Include entries for unused gaps in the table with appropriate labels. 
2. Avoid creating overlap in entries. A single call number can only be assigned to one category, 

so overlapping numbers are ineffective. 
3. Include free text Range or free text Match entries only in a SCAT table for use with call 

numbers that consist only of letters of the alphabet. Non free text entries cannot be 
comingled with free text entries. For example, do not add free text entries to a table 
containing standard Library of Congress entries. 

4. Extend number ranges fully, e.g., "100.9999" not "100.9". 
5. Test your SCAT table. When creating a SCAT table, have on hand an example of a record 

containing a call number that should be counted in a specific range. Have one example for 
each range in the table. This is especially important for free-text call numbers, local call 
numbers, or non-standard call numbers. Run a statistical report on the range of the single 
record number. Is the record counted as you expected?  

6. Use Sierra Statistics to find call numbers not in the SCAT table. If you have never used the 
"Call Number Not in Table" file, view these instructions for getting started. 
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7. Build the table for your organization's needs. The SCAT table will normally be more detailed 
in classification ranges that cover areas of the collection where your organization has 
extensive holdings. Depth in the collection is generally reflected in narrower ranges and 
greater numbers of categories. For instance, a law library may have a hundred or more 
categories for ranges within "KF" where a small liberal arts college library might have one 
or two categories for all holdings in "KF". 

8. Contact Innovative libraries with similar collections and ask to see how they have 
configured their SCAT tables. 

9. Be aware of the effect of using the same category number for multiple entries in the SCAT 
table. The counts for all groups with the same category number (in a single table) will be 
displayed collectively, on one line of the statistical report. In Sierra Statistics, if more than 
one call number range in the SCAT table maps to the same category number, the system 
displays plus signs ('+') to the right of the range. One plus sign is appended for each 
additional mapping. 

 

Using the "Call Number Not in Table" File 
If the library has not been using the "call number not in table" file, the file(s) may have grown quite 
large, possibly larger than any review file on the system. To begin using the file, first clear any 
previously created file in Sierra Statistics. (Tools | Clear Bib 'Call # Not In SCAT Table' File or Tools | 
Clear Item 'Call # Not In SCAT Table' File) 
 
The system will add to these files when reports are run in Sierra Statistics that include call number 
reports. If the information placed in the file for the previous report is not cleared, the system 
appends the new information from a subsequent report to the existing file. To view a file that 
pertains to a single report, start with an empty file and generate the statistical report. Then copy 
the "call number not in table" file into an empty review file. Clear the file to prepare for the next 
report. 
 
If a library has multiple SCAT tables, all tables are reported upon when a report is run. This means 
that some records in the file may be 'not in table' for one SCAT table and others may be 'not in 
table' for a different SCAT table. Most libraries using multiple SCAT tables track different indexes 
for these tables which makes it quickly evident in which table a given call number is found. 
 
For instance, a bib with a c-tagged 050 field that appears in the "call number not in table" file is not 
in table for SCAT table 1 (LC call number) in this example. A bib record with a c-tagged 082 field that 
appears in the "call number not in table" file is not in table for SCAT table 2 (Dewey) in this 
example. 
050     |aPR33|b.A66        (indexed in the 'c' index) 
082     |a636.1             (indexed in the 'm' index) 
 
C# Index    Table Name     
1 > c       LC call number 
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2 > m       Dewey 
 

Testing the SCAT Table 
Running a Report on the Range of One Record: 
 

1. Create a Field Statistics report in Sierra Statistics. 
2. For range, enter a single record number as both the "Start" and "Stop" values, e.g., 

'b2695881', where 'b' is record type. (Record type will vary based on local library practices.) 
3. Specify a record type for "Report On". 
4. Choose "Query Type" 'Field Statistics'. 
5. Run the query. 

 
Troubleshooting the SCAT Table and Statistical Reports 
Check your system for the following possible problems: 
 

• Is the call number properly field tagged? 
• Is the call number stored in the correct MARC tag with correct indicators? 
• Is the call number indexed? To determine if the call number data in question is indexed, 

view your Index Rules. 
• Are subfields excluded from indexing appropriately? 
• Is the call number data in the correct format? 
• Are you using a table that has free text entries mixed with standard entries? 
• Are SCAT table entries broad enough, especially if the library is indexing prestamps in 

Dewey call numbers? (e.g., REF to REG) 
 

Better Reporting 
Here are some tips for improving statistical reporting on call numbers: 
 

• Look at your call numbers. Are call numbers sharing an index that shouldn't be? 
• Do you need another SCAT table? 
• Consider re-indexing if prestamps or poststamps are contributing to reporting problems. 
• Consider altering the format of local numbers that can't be counted by the SCAT table. 
• Check your call numbers and local practices against the general rules. Are your practices in 

compliance with the rules? 
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This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's 
organization without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may be 
copied only if the copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have purchased 
the Innovative system. 
 
© 2022, Innovative Interfaces, Inc. 
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